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❖ Above baby Zachary  
❖ Left Tobiasz 
❖ Centre Harry is a busy bee! 
❖ Little Cleo on the right

With 4 babies born and at 
least another 2 to go in 
June from the Yogabirth 
class it's proving to be a 
popular month to be born! 

Read all about their 
wonderful births on the 
website - a fabulous 
resource in itself and learn 
how the techniques applied 
really made a difference.... 

There will be a space or two 
next month so pass this on 
to your pregnant friends! 



BIRTHING AT THE PRUH? 
A Yogabirth Girl's  Considered Advice 


For those who are delivering at the PRUH and know they cannot use the 
oasis: 
1. Make sure your birth partner knows what you want and is your 
advocate during labour and post delivery.  
2. Be as assertive as you wish especially if you do not feel comfortable 
with decisions being made.  
3. If you want to remain active during labour, make sure you stay off 
the bed as much as possible. If you are advised not to, ask why. 
4. Don't be afraid to ask questions. The midwives should be there to 
support you.  
Don't take this the wrong way. It is a good birth centre and unit with 
some excellent mideives. I work at the PRUH and know the hospital as a 
Doctor and patient

🏠🏡🌇🌆🏯🏰🏩💒🏠🏡🌇🌇🏯🏯🏩🏨🏠🏡🌇🌆🏩🏨🏠🏡  
 Architectural tales 

With Claire holding my hand through the conception of ideas, I am happy to report 
that the extension plans are now gestating in the council offices.  Now comes the long 
wait with Claire giving me all sorts of supportive advice around this languishing time 

- it's good to have someone close by who knows their stuff. 
Contact her for advice on getting your project off the ground and beyond:  

07876458900 clairelutzow@hotmail.com 
Fully qualified and experienced ARB registered Architect. 

🏠🏡🏩💒🌇🌆🏯🏰🏠🏡🏩💒🌇🌆🏯🏰🏠🏡🏩💒🌇🌆🏯🏰🏠🏠  



ACOG - Study Finds Adverse Effects of Pitocin in Newborns 

"Researchers found that induction and augmentation of labor with oxytocin 
was an independent risk factor for unexpected admission to the NICU 
lasting more than 24 hours for full-term infants. Augmentation also 
correlated with Apgar scores of fewer than seven at five minutes. The Apgar 
is a test that evaluates a newborn’s physical condition at one and five 
minutes after birth based on appearance (skin coloration), pulse (heart 
rate), grimace response (medically known as “reflex irritability”), activity 
and muscle tone, and respiration (breathing rate and effort). A baby who 
scores eight and above is generally considered to be in good health." 
Ways suggested by research and that I have observed, that reduce a need 
for pitocin/syntocinon (this list is not exhaustive):  
-Great pre-pregnancy and pregnancy physical and psychological health, and minimising 
stress and stressors 
-thinking twice even thrice about induction particularly if dates are the ONLY deciding 
factor. Getting 2nd and 3rd opinions from other knowledgeable birth workers 
-promoting optimal fetal positioning and staying active to maintain it 
-quality rest/relaxation/meditation 
-good sources of information and access to positive birth stories 
-skilled, positive, knowledgeable supporters and care-givers who are trusted, trust women 
and trust birth 
-continuity of care from a known caregiver 
-the woman being able to have a birth place of her choice that is familiar to her 
-the woman only being disturbed or receiving an intervention if she asks for it or there is 
a clinical reason for doing so 
-6 dates a day from week 36! 
http://www.acog.org/About%20ACOG/News%20Room/News%20Releases/2013/Study%20Finds
%20Adverse%20Effects%20of%20Pitocin%20in%20Newborns.aspx 
ACOG - Study Finds Adverse Effects of Pitocin in Newborns 

Let - Anyone for Tennis? 


The Knole Tennis club are holding a property evening about prospective rentals.  I thought I would 
advertise this here as it may interest you, you can also see the facilities of the tennis club which also caters 
for lessons for Children as well as social events. 
Plus your friendly Yogabirth Architect Claire, will be in attendance! 
Let me know if you want to come ASAP and I will put you in the invite list. 

On the 19th June - 7pm



 Invisible Midwives 
Thank you for this status, The Birth I Want 

(I totally agree with this - I think more midwives giving one to one care will 
ultimately cut c section rates and birth trauma and cost NHS less overall) 

“With my first baby I didn’t even think about getting to know my midwife, I saw different 
ones ante-natally and we never discussed anything much more than my blood pressure or 
whether my wee turned the stick the wrong colour. When I had my baby, in the last few 

hours of labour a midwife arrived who I really got on with. And because I was in hospital 
for a few days afterwards, I got to see her a few times more. It was great, I talked with 

her about how scared I’d been when I was in labour and how worried I’d been even before 
I went into labour and she really understood. I said I’d wished she’d been my midwife 

from the word go. She said she would love to work in that way but there just weren’t the 
jobs. The second time around I decided to try and find a set up where I could get to 

know a midwife and I found a great community team. I got to know 2 of them really well 
and one of them was with me for the birth of my son. It was so different from the first 

time, I didn’t feel scared once. My husband and I couldn’t believe it could be so different. 
I had a forceps delivery first time and I do wonder if that would’ve happened if I’d had 
someone to talk to about how scared I was. I think most first time mums don’t realise the 
difference knowing your midwife can make. And it seems silly that you have to have a baby 

before you actually understand! First time mums could really do with the feeling 
supported and confident in the person caring for them. We should be making it possible 

for more women to get to know their midwife”. 
https://www.facebook.com/ 



 
 












NICO 
Nico is currently residing with a hard working midwife.  "He's a lovely 
temperament but runs away so can't go off the lead. He's had all his 
vaccs and is wormed and de flea'd. And he can be demanding of 
attention. And I don't know what he is like with little children".  He is 
due to go back to Battersea so if you know of anyone who would like 
this lovely boy, let me know ......... 

Why Music Makes Our Brain Sing - NYTimes.com 



Reap the reward of listening to your favourite piece of music - a dopamine fix - great way 
to receive positive stimuli during your labour! 

A://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/09/opinion/sunday/why-music-makes-our-brain-sing.html?_r=0 

THE MILKY WAY 
"A new documentary called The Milky Way featuring Alanis Morissette, Minnie Driver, and 
Carrie-Anne Moss addresses this and may just make a lactivist out of you. My friend Lauren 
who is still breastfeeding her daughter Ella who will be turning 3 saw the clip and felt 
inspired and empowered. She said, "After watching that, I was like eff it -- I'm going to 
breastfeed forever!" Check out the preview so you can be inspired, too. Maybe even a little 
activisty against formula." 
http://thestir.cafemom.com/baby/156487/new_starstudded_breastfeeding_movie_could 



 


  



 

LIKE MUM AT 31 
According to the Sun, a study carried out 
reported that at 31 a woman stops 
rebelling against her mother and starts to 
mimic her, even preferring the same taste 
in men and tv choices. 
The turning point is having a baby!

From the Facebook Page THE SCEPTICAL MOTHER 


To all the mothers who hoped so much for a positive birth experience, only to end up with a 
traumatic birth ending in cesarean, I wish for you to find the silver lining in your 

experience. I have not shared your experience and so I do not understand the kind of pain 
you feel surrounding your baby's birth, but I do hope that you heal. And I do hope that you 

may see that there is beauty in every introduction into this world. You *are* strong and your 
body is still amazing. 

**side note: if this does not pertain to you, then this post is not meant for you. It's meant 
for those who still feel pain and sadness around their cesarean birth and for others who 

wish to offer them words of support and love. 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=566925533350977&set=a.

322042667839266.75169.322009484509251&type=1 



THE PURPLE LINE 

Studies also show that vaginal exams are not really accurate only 48/56% 
Guess what? You don’t have to have a VE! That’s right – no one has to put their hands in your 
vagina to give you this information. Vaginal checks come with their own set of risks, from 
accidental rupture of membranes (or not so accidental – some care providers have used it as a 
good time to break mother’s water without asking) to increased risk of infection 
http://birthwithoutfearblog.com/2013/06/06/alternative-methods-of-checking-dilation-the-purple-
line-and-more/ 

PURPLE LINE PRESENT IN 76% OF WOMEN 


http://www.scienceandsensibility.org/?p=5547 



Baby-Led Weaning Promotes Good Oral and Physical Health 


Work with Genetic Adaptation Rather Than Against It... 
It’s quite clear that following a feeding program that includes breastfeeding 
(or using cup feeding in lieu of bottle feeding) and baby-led weaning can 
have a tremendously beneficial impact on your child’s future development; 
from allowing natural tongue, jaw and facial development to occur, to 
promoting better dental health, to avoiding common problems like snoring, 
mouth-breathing and sleeping problems that can contribute to behavioral and 
learning disabilities. 
All it takes are minor modifications, such as ditching the baby bottle for a 
modified lidless feeding cup, and using “kiss feeding” or a mesh feeder 
instead of processed baby food. 

http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2013/06/02/children-oral-
health.aspx 

The women who say they've proved giving birth doesn't have to hurt: No gas 
and air, no epidurals - just positive thinking. Don't mock. They're deadly 
serious..... 
'The crux of it is that your body is designed to give birth - it's only your 
mind that holds you back,' she says. 'So when I was in labour I didn't let 
myself think of the experience as painful or scary, even for a minute.' 
But can it really be a case of mind over matter? Maternity expert Nicole Page 
Croft, author of The Good Birth Companion, believes that most women who 
say their birth is pain-free do experience discomfort - they just perceive it 
differently. 
Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2333008/The-women-say-theyve-
proved-giving-birth-doesnt-hurt-No-gas-air-epidurals--just-positive-thinking-Dont-mock-
Theyre-deadly-serious.html#ixzz2WD9nZFew  
Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook 



 
 

😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄  
CONVOS WITH MY 2 YEAR OLD - HILARIOUS! 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/05/23/convos-with-my-2-year-
old_n_3324600.html 

😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄😄  
: 






http://midwifethinking.com/2010/09/10/pre-labour-rupture-of-membranes-
impatience-and-risk/ 
The rush to start labour and get the baby out after the waters have 
broken is fairly new. When I first qualified in 2001 the standard 
hospital advice (UK) for a woman who rang to tell us her waters 
had broken (and all else was well) was: “If you’re not in labour by 
[day of the week in 3 days time] ring us back.” Over the following 
years this reduced from 72 hours to 48 hours, then 24 hours, then 

18 hours, then 12 hours and now 0 hours. You might assume 
that this change in approach was based on some 
new evidence about the dangers involved in waiting 
for labour. You would be wrong!! 




 







The Birth I Want.mov 
Check out this video on YouTube 

http://youtu.be/GHmFfw3t_oE



And finally ....... 

Dedicated to Daniel 15th June 



Lynda Hills 
lyndahills@ntlworld.com 

07815792857 
www.yogasense.co.uk 


Please send this on to anyone you know who may find this info to be of interest. 

 




 




